
Resistance to Boundaries
External resistances

•  _______________  from others

Expect it. Connect with safe others. Set limits on others’ 
anger.

•  _____________  from others playing the victim role

Guilt is rage turned inward. Work first with safe people.
Give up your need to repair the other person.

•  ____________________  resistance

Use available resources to protect yourself. Work through 
issues of victimhood and empowerment. Boundaries are 
not about submission.

•  Look at the  ______________ of others

Set healthy limits. Is their pain real? Is it entitled?
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Resistance to Boundaries (continued)

Internal resistances
(“We have met the enemy, and he is us.”)

•  ______________  needs

Own them. Resist falling into empty new relationships.
Connect with God and with safe people.

•  Unresolved  _____________________

(“The best way to avoid being sad is to be mad at someone else.”)
Letting go is sad, even when it’s someone destructive.

•  Fear of the  _________________________

“I'm miserable, but at least it’s familiar/comfortable.”

•  ________________________  focus

If you don’t want or need something from someone,
that person has no power over you

•  __________________

Distinguish between guilt and sadness. Own your feelings of guilt.
Don’t confuse guilt with right and wrong.

Discussion questions

Which of these kinds of resistance have you encountered, when trying to set or 
enforce boundaries in your life?

How will you handle these obstacles in the future?

Second page of the worksheet for Session 7 of the “Boundaries” video series

Next time: We’re almost there – but how do we know we’re making progress?
In next week’s final session of this series, we’ll look at twelve different indicators of 
our “boundaries temperature” that will alert and encourage us as we grow. Don’t miss it!

Let your yes be yes, and let your no be no.   (Matthew 5:37)


